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TENREHTE TECHNOLOGIES

RELEASES FIRST EDUCATIONAL APP

CODE JUNGLE: FUR, FINS, AND FEATHERS

Code Jungle: Fur, Fins, and Feathers is available now on the Apple App Store and Google Play


At Tenrehte we believe in building products that improve our lives. From improved Internet connectivity to sustainable energy solutions, we promise to keep on learning and using what we learn as we engineer new technologies. We also understand that building a company today means more than cash flows and jobs, we also have a responsibility to build things that will improve society and hope in some small part, that our efforts to build educational tools will help to inspire the next generation of technologists and computer scientists. Kids have a lot to do with improving society, after all. We want you to play with technology like we get to do every day - to investigate, break things, build better things, and get your hands dirty.

“Code Jungle: Fur, Fins, and Feathers is an interactive story app, designed for kids from 6 to 106, with built in activities that introduce computer programming through a wild jungle adventure!” said Jennifer Indovina, CEO of Tenrehte. “As you move through the story, you can choose to play games that reinforce programming fundamentals, then jump right back into the story.”

About Tenrehte Technologies
Tenrehte Technologies, Inc. produces solutions to enable wireless connectivity in smart grid devices, ultimately improving people’s lives and saving them money. Tenrehte creates products that will empower consumers to take a more active role in the grid, eliminate wasted energy costs and reduce their carbon footprint. The company is headquartered in Rochester, NY USA. More information can be found at: www.tenrehte.com
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